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unicode where can i find a list of language region - there are several language code systems and several region code
systems as well as their combinations as you refer to a w3c page i presume that you are referring to the system defined in
bcp 47 that system is orthogonal in the sense that codes like en gb and fr ca simply combine a language code and a region
code, iso 3166 country codes and iso 639 language codes - iso 3166 country codes and iso 639 language codes this
chapter contains the tables which provide the list of iso codes table 20 1 provides the list of the iso 3166 country codes and
table 20 2 lists the iso 639 language codes table 20 1 iso 3166 country codes, iso language codes andiamo the language
professionals - iso 639 1 standard language codes andiamo language services ltd is a professional language services
provider offering high quality accurate translations these include automotive translation technical translation engineering
translation tourism translation and sports translation as well as website translations for a wide range of industries, country
region codes world wide web consortium w3c - country region codes iso 3166 contains 2 letter codes for each country
and un m 49 contains a set of 3 digit region codes you can find the latest codes together in this lookup tool for the iana
language subtag registry you can also find the 2 letter iso 3166 codes at official list of iso 3166 1 country codes, locale
names languages and country region strings - the code page is the ansi oem code page that s associated with the locale
the code page is determined for you when you specify a locale by language or by language and country region alone the
special value acp specifies the ansi code page for the country region the special value ocp specifies the, using language
identifiers rfc 3066 i18nguy - there are a number of suggestions for deciding whether to use a one level language only or
two level language region tag they require some discussion and will be added here shortly language codes used as primary
subtags are from iso 639 country codes used as secondary subtags or tertiary if script tags are secondary are from iso 3166
, iso 639 2 language code list codes for the - codes arranged alphabetically by alpha 3 iso 639 2 code note iso 639 2 is
the alpha 3 code in codes for the representation of names of languages part 2 there are 21 languages that have alternative
codes for bibliographic or terminology purposes, utf 8 language codes for simplified chinese and - some platforms use a
dash instead of an underscore to separate the language and region codes hence fr ca and fr fr the standard locale for
simplified chinese is zh cn the standard locale for traditional chinese is zh tw, language codes sorted by science windows locale codes sortable list note code page is an outdated method for character encoding yet it is still in use it is now
preferable to use 16 bit character set of unicode as defined by microsoft a locale is either a language or a language in
combination with a country see below for the definitions of locale and lcid, language and locale ids developer apple com os x and ios use standard language id and locale id formats that consist of language and region designators for example
using a language combined with a region designator a language id can distinguish between different languages and regional
dialects language designators a language designator is a code that represents a language use the, ios supported
language codes iso 639 babble on - apple s ios supported language codes by babble on see also app store localizations
at apple com technical note you can specify any regional dialect you wish and include languages that apple has not yet
localized your users will have to select the language from the new language and region settings in the settings app note that
the language will display only for users running ios 8 and above
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